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Interception of target rocket moving along a trajectory in a gravitational field by an interceptor 
rocket has been analysed to achieve interception in minimum time duration. Numerical values 
of the parameters of the intercepting trajectory and locations of the target rocket for launch 
and target orbits in Earth's gravitational field have Geen calculated far different impulsive 
velocity changes applied to the illterceptor rocket. 
In reference (1) has been studied the interception of moving rockets at  preassigned 
destinations in gravitationd field. In that the emphasis has been laid on the fuel mini- 
mization in the interception operation. However, conditions may arise when interception 
in minimum, flight time of interceptor rocket may become necessary. The problem of 
interception of a moving target rocket by an interceptor rocket in minimum time with 
specified fuel expenditure in the interception operation is analysed in this paper. The 
paths of both the target and interceptor rockets are supposed to be known. The location 
of the target rocket at the instant the interception rocket is flred so as to hit the former in 
minimum time with given impulsive velocity change imparted to the interceptor rocket has 
been found out. The numerical results have been calculated for different impulsive 
velocity changes. 
I N T E R C E P T I O N  T R A J E C T O R Y  P A R A M E T E R 8  
Let the equations of the paths of the interceptor and target mkets  be 
12 
- = 1 + e, cos (9-8)  
r (2) 
where I , e and 6 denote latus rectum, eccentricity, angle between the major axes of the 
two orbits respectively and sufies 1 and 2 correspond to the paths of interceptor and 
target rockets (hereafter called launch and destination orbits), r and 8 represent polar 
coordinates with force centre as pole and line drawn from the force centre to the peri- 
apsis of the launch orbit as initial line. Let (r, , 8,) be the given launch point (F3g l) 
at  which the interceptor rocket is fired and (r2, 02) the destination point where the target 
is hit by the interceptor rocket. Suppose 
8, = 8, + 4 where 4 is the transfer angle. 
Now if AV is the impulsive velocity change 
applied to the interceptor rocket, we have 
Via= V12 + (AV)2 + 2AV. Vl cos a (3) 
Fie, tI-dometry of interception. 
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where V rqresents velocity and affix i denotes valuesat the launch point just efter 
spplication of the impulse and a is the angle between Vl and AV. If Y is the angle 
between velocity vectar an8 local horizontal, a can be expressed as 
a = (yi - yl) -+ sin-' fin (n - YI) ] [3- .  , 
where yl and V1 are given by 
el sin 8, 
tan yl = 3 -+ el cos dl- 
K . 8  
v1 = [- (I + elB + %el cos el)] 11 (6) 
K being the gravitational pammete~. With the help of (4) to (6)) (3) show@ tibt-far - F speci- 
fied A V ;  Vi is (I function of yi. 
- 
If B and a are the eccentricity and semi-major axis of the elliptic interwption tyjeo- 
tory, we have 
rlVi2 2 E - 1 )  cos2y; + sin2 yi I" (7) 
Then flight time T of the interceptor rocket will be given2 by 
T =  (g)' [ (h -$ ; ) -@(s$h- -s inh)  1 
where and #2 'are the eccentrio ~ ~ ~ m e l i e ~  of the launch a ~ g  destiastio~points 
corresponding to the interception trajectory and 
- - 
a - T  
cos * = 7 
Therefore T can be written as - 
a - r2 a - rl T =  ($)* [w8-l ( - - - ) -  608--l( aE )- 
s i n  { ( )  ( (93 
where r2:is given by (2) as 
4 . 
1  + eicos (8, + 4-$) 
MINIMU"l\d INTEBCEPFION TINE 
Since interception trajectory passes throilgh the points (r, ,el)  m d  (g2 ,8,) we have1 
rlV i* rrw2w ( l - o f ~ f ~ + )  
-= - 
K 
" * .  
(10) 
-- '1 cos 4 + sin + tan YG . 
ra 
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Substituti~n oS$&e - .  %lye af f2:2 (lQ), r e a ~ r s p ~ e x x t  of the terms and $g$i ih t i~n  gives 
. ( I  j ClC8) eos # + ClC4 sin .# +, C,C2 - I A 0 - (11) 
rlVi2 cosa yi rl rle2 cos (el -- 4 
where C, = Zi: , c - - , c 3 =  2 -  - 1 42 
and 
r1e2 sin - 6) C4 = tall yi - 
' L2 - 
From equation (11) we ob&h 
Positive sign is taken before the radical because qeget$e sign will ~ ~ r r e f g i ~ ~ d  toseater  
value of # f o ~  the ipterception tra&tory and therefore -greater"%terc&%i~n time. With 
@) to (?) and (lo), interception time T in (9) is a, function of single variable yi apd 
the fore  f$ d d m u @  time interception 
where \ 
r1 
a4 - oosa yi (M - SV? tan yj) (1 - cos $) + sin - + C t  sece yi 
-=  
K - -  
3yi c 1 - ~ @ + - Q 1 ( C , , ~ + - ~ c 8 ~ + ) l  - , 
d 
and 
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Equation (13) can be numerically solved which will give ii and 4h;herz E, c;oa&&d'b 
obtained from equations (7), (8) and (12) respectively. Having knows E, o 
interception time for minimum time interception trajectory tan be evaluated from (9) , 
and corresponding 8, slso becomes known. 
T A R G E T  R O C K E T  L O C A T I O N S  
Let (7d , 9a) be the position of the target rocket on the destination orbit at  the instant 
the interceptor rocket is fired from the launch point so as to intercept the former a t  
the point (7, , 4) the destirlation point corresponding to the minimum time interception 
trajectory. Then 
L (&)'[i (tan-i ({"a)"Ln -) 1-e2 1 4  2/K l-e2 1 +e2 - t a n 1 ( {  l + e ,  J 
sin (8, - f )  sin (da - f) 
tanE))- . 2  %(I -e i ) t  ( 1 + e, 008 (9, - f )  - 1 t . e, cos f )  )J =T i14) 
From (14), the unknown 8d can be evaluated and then from (2)  rd can be found out. (rd , Od)  
will give the location of the target rocket for minimum time interception. The equations 
have been numerically solved for two arbitrarily chosen launch and destination orbits in 
Earth's gravitational field to-obtain rocket locations for minimum time .interceition and 
parameters of the corresponding interception trajectoriesfor different specifkd d u e s  of 
A V. The results obtained are given in Table 1. The launch'brbit is specified by 1; 79263  
miles, el = 0.04 and the destination orbit by 1, = 6006 miles, e, = 0.3 and 4 = 30". 
The vectorial I - of the launch point is taken equal to 60". A study of Table 1 shows 
that as expected -with illcreasing velocity impulse 0 V, minimum interception time 
decreases. 1 . 
TABLE 1 A 
ROUEET LOCATIONS AND ~ A J E U T O R Y  P ~ A N E T E R S  BOR ~ N I Y U M  ~mxi INTERCEPTION - 
AJ' Y i T 04 E a (milea/eeo) - (80.1 ($lea) (miles) - 0, ( ~ P e s .  
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